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Weeder’s Digest
MESSAGE FROM THE
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
Welcome to the last newsletter of 2006! How time
flies when you are having fun! If you were unable
to attend the graduation/potluck – you missed a
wonderful event. Chris Hurst won the coveted John
VanMiert award, Linda Bergquist won the Broken
Shovel Award, Elaine Gaeta won the Most Hours by
the New Class Award. Gene Montague was awarded
his 20 year certificate and pin. Th food was great and
plentiful, the desserts were YUMMY, so what more
could you ask? A good time was had by all.

Master Gardeners provide public education
in gardening and home horticulture based on
research-based information from Washington
State University Extension.
“Cultivating Plants, People and Communities since 1973”

Some of the new class could not attend the
Graduation so could not receive their certificates. We
will keep them in the office for you to pick up at your
convenience.
We are keeping busy at the Office Clinic, so those
needing volunteer hours may get them by working
here. A calendar is kept in the office, and all you need
to do is call and sign up.
Here is a little reminder: my apple trees retained
their leaves up until Mid-November’s storm. They
are now covering the ground and needs raking up
to reduce the apple scab from infecting the tree next
year. Some people were lucky, and the leaves were
blown into the next county, but I will be raking all day,
possibly all weekend.

CALENDAR

Thank you to everyone that has turned in their
hours and for those who are still needing to get their
hours in, please let us know before the end of the
year.
Have a great Holiday Season, and we will be writing again to you in the new year.
~Al McHenry
11/17/06

Cooperating agencies: Washington State University and U.S. Department of Agriculture. Extension programs and employment are available to all without discrimination.
Evidence of noncompliance may be reported through your local Extension Office.

FOUNDATION NOTES
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`TIS THE SEASON

YOUR MONTHLY GARDENING GUIDE BY GUEST WRITER, JOHN VANMIERT
The weather plays a major part
in regulating the garden activities
this month. The weather here in the
Northwest is so unpredictable that in a
week’s time we could have clear days
with night frost, snowfall, rain, wind,
and sometimes we could have one of
those winter warm spells we’ve come to
expect. Then we’re out in our gardens
before you can say, “wind chill.” But we
don’t stay long, and we don’t do much.
However, there is still work to be done
on the days the weather is mild enough.
This is the month we put our shovels
and other tools away.
Our plants are mostly resting now
during the winter months. The marginal
hardy plants should all be protected
by a layer of mulch, and all perennials
properly cut back and a layer of compost
or other mulch applied to protect
them and improve their status for next
season.
Keep cutting your lawn so long as
they show signs of growth, yes, even
into December; and rake up fallen
leaves regularly. Remove the leaves
off your lawn and concrete walks and
patios, they can smother the grass, and
they really can discolor your concrete.
Remember, if you plan on fertilizing
your lawn only once a year, the month
of November was the time to do it.
However, if you didn’t get to it then, do
it now, right away! A feeding now will
keep the lawn green and nourish the
roots over the wintertime. December is
a good time to put lime on your lawn.
Many areas in Whatcom County are
prone to be on the acid side of the scale.
The rains will bring down the lime to the
root area. It takes about three months
before the plants start benefiting from a
lime application.
Many deciduous trees and shrubs
are sufficiently dormant now for
transplanting. Don’t forget to protect
your transplanted trees with a stake
for their first growing season. A gale
wind can pose a severe threat to newly
planted trees and shrubs. Ground
covers, vines, and evergreens can all
be planted now. Continue to dig up,
divide, plant, and transplant perennials.
Some berry- producing shrubs may be
trimmed to enhance their fruit bearing
effects. Prune roses lightly, and delay
the heavy pruning until spring. Heavy
pruning could stimulate tender new
growth, which could be very susceptible
to winter damage. It’s normal fall pruning
whatcom.wsu.edu/mastergardener

time for many of the shrubs. Pruning
of fruit trees and other trees should be
postponed till after the end of January.
A severe winter could do damage to
pruning wounds.
Between now and January is the time
to take steps to change or deepen the
color of hydrangeas. For pink flowers,
add lime. They need alkaline soil. For
blue, add sulfate of ammonia to make
the soil more acid.
It’s a good time to take cuttings of
many foliage plants for propagation in a
cold frame, or a container indoors, or in
a hobby greenhouse for those who are
lucky enough to have one.
It’s late, but you can still have
satisfactory results by planting spring
bulbs this month. Enrich the soil with
bulb food (bonemeal should be your first
choice), and add some nitrogen on top
of the planting bed early in February.
Dahlia and gladiolus tubers should
be in storage by now. Check squash
and pumpkins that were stored earlier
and discard the ones that didn’t keep
well.
Watch for these pests in December.
During the late fall and winter here, we
usually see signs of moles, voles, and
mice. Sometimes, unfortunately, we
also see rats. They are becoming a real
problem in many of our urban areas
and even in our small towns. Keep your
compost tightly lidded, particularly if you
include kitchen wastes!
Mulching and wrapping: There is a
misconception that many shrubs such
as camellias and a few others need to be
covered with burlap or straw to protect
them during cold spells. The bundling
up of shrubs might do more harm than
good, because new growth may appear
sooner, and if a severe cold snap follows,
the tender new growth will be too soft to
survive. But we make an exception for
new-planted trees. The lower part of the
tree should be covered with a protective
sleeve. The reason is that in some years
the sap of the tree will collect there and
if a cold, freezing spell is followed by
a sunny warmer day, such variation of
freezing cold and sunshine might split
the bark. This happens so often here
that this condition is sometimes called
the Northwest disease.
Forcing branches for early flowers:
When you are pruning flowering trees
and shrubs, collect the branches with the
most flowering buds. These branches
of many flowering trees and shrubs can

CHRISTMAS IN LANDS OF THE FIR-TREE AND PINE
CHRISTMAS IN LANDS OF THE PALM-TREE AND VINE.
(PHILLIPS BROOKS)

be brought into a normal heated indoor
room and forced into bloom. Many of the
flowering plums and several of the other
improved Prunus varieties, apples, and
pears are worthwhile to force into bloom
for their beauty. Forsythia can be forced
into bloom in a very short time.
Christmas trees need gallons of
water! A six-foot tall tree can use three
to four quarts of water the first day it is
inside. As a rule of thumb, your tree will
need almost a quart of water per day
for each inch of diameter at the tree
butt. The larger the tree trunk, the more
water it will use. Tests indicate that the
first days in a stand are more critical to
moisture uptake. A properly cut tree will
naturally reduce its water use after a few
days. Many of today’s stands hold such
a small amount of water that it is almost
impossible to maintain the water level
above the base of the tree. If the water
level drops below the bottom of the tree,
a seal forms that will prevent the tree
from absorbing more water even when
the well in the stand is refilled. If you
can’t find a stand that holds an adequate
amount of water, you may want to try
using a bucket. Place some rocks in it
to hold the tree upright.
It is wreath-making time. Make an
evergreen wreath from tip cuttings from
your garden. Gather 6” to 8” cuttings,
needle and broadleaf evergreens.
There is a chemical spray, read that
label, which can be applied to retard
the loss of moisture. Using florist or
other wire, arrange and wire together
3 to 6 cuttings in a fan shape. Attach
bunch to a wire wreath frame. Make
another bunch. Wire this to the frame
in an alternating pattern, one extending
slightly outward beyond the frame, and
the next slightly inward. This will hide
the frame and produce a full wreath.
Continue placing bunches carefully
covering ends and wrapping wire of
previous bunch. Tuck last bunch under
the first as you complete the wreath. Fill
in any blank spaces. Highlight wreaths
with cones, interesting seedpods and
berries, dried leaves and flowers.
Twisting the bare stems of bittersweet,
grapevine, Virginia creeper into loose,
open coils, can make an effective vine
wreath. Decorate them simply with
berries from holly, privet, or hawthorn
berries, and wild rosehips, etc.
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PLANT

OF THE

MONTH:
STRAWBERRY TREE

BY CHERYLL GREENWOOD KINSLEY

FAMILY: ERICACEAE (HEATHER FAMILY)
GENUS: ARBUTUS
Species: unedo
‘Tis the season when many people
appreciate red globes hanging from
branches of evergreen trees. Think
“glass” and “shiny” and you’ll picture
traditional
holiday
decorations,
typically enjoyed indoors and most
often found on cut firs or--gasp!-artificial trees. But as Master Gardeners
we know that Mother Nature often
trumps our feeble attempts to adorn
our surroundings. And she’s made
available to us an evergreen tree
that has its own hanging globes in
late fall. They may not be shiny. But
they are red, if a bit knobby. And as if
that weren’t enough, the same tree-sometimes considered a shrub--is in
bloom at the same time, when most
everything else in the plant world is
taking a break.
Our local and quite
ferocious wind storms of
late may have stripped
all but the leaves and
the flowers, but if you
spot an Arbutus unedo
that has the good
fortune of shelter, you
may spot the berries
and feel a surge of
seasonal cheer. It’s
not for nothing that A.
unedo is called the
Strawberry Tree.
Few plants of any
sort come as highly
recommended. Arbutus

unedo received the prestigious Order
of Merit from the Royal Horticultural
Society in 1993; it’s consistently
recommended as a fine choice for
residential landscapes in North
America and Europe; and even more
meaningful for gardeners in our region,
it was selected as a Great Plant Pick
in 2004. Great Plant Picks, based at
the Elisabeth Carey Miller Botanical
Garden in Seattle, is an “educational
awards program committed to building
a comprehensive palette of outstanding
plants for Pacific Northwest Gardens.”
You can learn more by visiting http://
www.greatplantpicks.org.
Arbutus unedo is easy to grow,
looks good in all seasons, and
appreciates the climate and soil of
the Pacific Northwest, although its
native habitat spans an area from
the Mediterranean to the British
Isles. Its small flowers are sweetly
fragrant, waxy, and bell-shaped-in appearance not unlike those of
its cousins, the heathers, pieris,
kalmia, blueberries--and several
other members of the large Ericaceae
family. A. unedo is immune to most
pests and diseases--although watch
out for aphids, since they’ll settle on
anything--and tolerates drought once
established, if it’s correctly sited in a
relatively sheltered area with fertile,
slightly acidic soil where it gets ample
sun. It’s best to pick a spot where it
will have some protection from the full
effects of the afternoon sun on our
long summer days. But it will thrive on
sunlight in winter.
You won’t need to
feed it much, and you
won’t need to take your
pruners to it either,
unless you insist on
trying to force it to
become a single-trunk
specimen. As a shrub
it will grow to about 10
feet in 10 years and
eventually reach 15
feet with quite a spread,
so plan accordingly.
If you think you can’t
have one because of
limited space, take
heart. Arbutus unedo

Leaves & Blossoms
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‘Compacta’ is about half the size
of the species. But it still has those
berries and they’ll still be as much as
an inch across.
Decoratively speaking, the berries
are striking. From the standpoint of
taste, however, you might want to
leave them on the tree as ornaments.
The species name--unedo--seems to
mean “eat just one,” because that’s all
anyone ever does. The berries are sort
of mealy and pretty much tasteless-what I won’t do in the interests of

Fruit

accuracy and first-hand accounts!-but they’re clearly not toxic. Just not
very interesting. Better you should
stick with fudge and honeycake and
sugar cookies if you’re looking for
treats this time of year. Enjoy those
alongside whatever your choice of
holiday decorations might be.
Happy holidays to all, and to all a
good new year. See you in 2007!

The author of our Plant of the Month
feature since 1997, Cheryll is a writer
and an editor and a dedicated Master
Gardener in Whatcom County. Next to the
people in her life, words and plants—their
history, their habits, and their needs—are
her favorite things. When she’s not at
her keyboard, you might find her helping
others learn about gardening or tending
her own small plot—chasing horsetail,
counting ladybugs, and looking for a spot
where she can wedge in just one more
Cryptomeria. You can reach her, if you’d
like, by e-mail: cheryll@cgkwordsmith.
com.
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GARDEN FRIENDS & FOES:
PLANT STRESSES OF AN ABIOTIC NATURE…
BY KRISTINE K. SCHLAMP

Uprooted plant due to wind

In light of recent weather events
(November 15), a discussion on
abiotic plant stress, or disease, might
be topical. Plant stress can be defined
as any change in environmental
conditions that might reduce or
adversely change a plant’s growth
or development. Stress in plants is
caused by two main disease types; the
first being biotic diseases which are
caused by living organisms such as
fungi, bacteria, nematodes, etc. The
other type is abiotic plant diseases
and these are caused by non-living
agents. In our backyards, parks, and
landscapes settings, abiotic diseases
can be very important. Abiotic factors
include environmental conditions
such as temperature extremes, wind,
excess or lack of water, light, abnormal
levels of nutrients or soil pH, and
conditions such as drought, flooding,
or adverse cultural practices.
Cultural practices can cause
damage due to soil compaction,
herbicide drift, and mechanical injuries
such as ‘weed-whacker’ blight. Other
factors such as lack of space for root
growth, the presence of chronic or
acute levels of water or air pollutants
and genetic abnormalities, all are
considered abiotic stresses.

Symptoms of stress
are detectable changes in
the external appearance
of an affected plant which
result from the plant’s
response to stress. Plant
stress symptoms can be
expressed in any plant
organ (leaf, shoot, flower, fruit, root,
seed, etc.) and at any developmental
stage. Most abiotic stresses cause
generalized symptoms such as
wilting, yellowing, development of
smaller than normal leaves, stunting
or slowing of growth, branch death,
sucker growth (epicormic shoots),
premature autumn leaf coloration, and
heavier than normal seed production
or fruit load.
Due to the fact that these
symptoms are so general means that
unless the plant has undergone an
obvious trauma such as flooding and
high winds (remind you of any recent
events?), then it can be difficult to
diagnose.
Since abiotic stresses can
sometimes resemble a disease
caused by a living organism, how
would one diagnose the case of a
plant-symptom? The most effective
approach is to know what questions to
ask to narrow down the possibilities.
For example, if your plant is displaying
necrosis along the leaf edges, you
need to consider recent rain events
and fertilization schedule, because
both dry weather and excess fertilizer
can cause this type of damage. As
another example, either excessively
dry soil or waterlogged soil can cause
the same plant reaction - wilt. Even
insect damage can sometimes be
confused with plant diseases caused
by microorganisms.
So, first look for symptoms; these
are the plant’s response to whatever
is stressing it (biotic or abiotic).
Some symptoms include chlorosis
(yellowing), necrosis (dead), dieback, galls, cankers, blight and the

list goes on. The next definition you
need to know is signs; these are the
manifestation of the causal organism
(huh?), again in English, signs are
the actual problem or, in the case of
critters, what they leave behind. Of
course this only works for living or
biotic problems. Some examples of
signs: poop is a good one, or if we’re
dealing with insects, entomologists like
to call it frass. If it’s a disease caused
by a fungus, signs would include
mycelium which is the “powdery” in
powdery mildew and the grey mould
in Botrytis.

Lightning Damage

With abiotic problems, there won’t
be any signs (since there is no causal
organism), but there will be symptoms
and your own power of observation.
Look at adjacent plants; are they
exhibiting the same symptoms? Also,
make sure that you know the plant itself
because maybe it’s supposed to look
like that at this time of the year? Look
for clues in the nearby environment,
such as recent construction, or
overhead herbicide drift from nearby
agricultural fields, that could have
caused the damage. Often, you’re
playing a plant-detective! Look for

‘Weed-whacker’ Blight
whatcom.wsu.edu/mastergardener
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WHATCOM WEEDS:
EUROPEAN FROG-BIT – HYDROCHARIS MORSUS-RANAE
BY LAUREL BALDWIN

THREAT: European frog-bit, a
native of Europe, has been found in
one location in Washington State, and
is present in the eastern United States
and Canada. This plant can form
dense mats of intertwined leaves and
roots, impacting native fish and wildlife,
wetland function, navigation and water
flow. European frog-bit grows in still
and slow-moving shallow waters,
such as ponds, ditches and wetlands.
It spreads by seed and vegetatively,
through stolons and turions. The plant
can be moved by water, animals and
boating equipment. Although seed
production may be limited in some
populations, turion production can be
quite high. European frog-bit is on
the Washington State quarantine list,
making it illegal to buy, sell or transport
this plant in Washington.

DESCRIPTION:
European
frog-bit is a perennial free-floating
aquatic plant, with leathery heartshaped leaves that resemble
miniature water lily pads. The
leaves, about the size of a quarter,
grow in rosettes along long creeping
stems. Rosettes will break off from
the original plant, forming new plants.
Small, white 3-petalled flowers are
produced in early summer, growing
on a stalk above the water. Turions
(buds) are produced in the fall. After
dropping to the substrate, the turions
overwinter, then float to the surface
and sprout the following spring. The
plant has a welldeveloped, fibrous
root system, which
can grow up to
a foot in length.
The roots usually
do not attach to
the substrate, but
often intertwine
with roots of other
plants.

MANAGEMENT OPTIONS:
There is little information on the
control of European frog-bit. As with
all aquatic weeds, control is difficult
and eradication may be unrealistic. To
prevent the spread of aquatic plants,
all plant material should be removed
from boating and recreational
equipment before moving to another
water body. If removing plants using
mechanical means, care must be
taken to remove all roots, stolons and
plant pieces from the water. Contact
the weed control board for site-specific
recommendations.

Laurel Baldwin can be reached through the Whatcom County Noxious Weed Control Board. 901 W. Smith Road,
Bellingham, WA 98226. Phone: 360.354.3990 http://www.co.whatcom.wa.us/publicworks/weeds
Photos are courtesy of Whatcom County & Washington State Noxious Weed Boards

HOVANDER UPDATE
BY DAVID SIMONSON

Now that winter weather has arrived--not much happens with our demonstration projects at Hovander.
That is--until a flood comes along! If you saw the picture of the flood at Hovander Park that was in the Bellingham
Herald you may wonder what damage was done. Fortunately, it wasn’t as bad as it looked in the picture. A couple
inches of water got into the garden sheds. It didn’t get into the vegetable garden, but other areas were covered.
The current wasn’t strong enough to cause much erosion. It’s early in the flood season--so we’ll keep our fingers
crossed!
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GARDEN FRIENDS & FOES
Continued from page 5

simple explanations, since they are
often more likely than complicated
biotic disease connections.

Inadequate supply of water:
* Stunting and unproductive
* Oldest leaves showing chlorosis
or reddening
Excess supply of water:
* Poor growth
* Foliage will be dull
* Irregular necrotic leaf margins or
spots
* Roots and stems will die-back
and rot

Heat stress on Maple

Here are some of the abiotic
diseases/problems and their
associated plant symptoms:
Inadequate supply of light:
* Paling and stretching of stems
toward the light source known
as etiolation
* Decrease in leaf size
* Reduction in flower production
* Overall reduction in vigor and
eventual plant death if not
corrected

Pollutants:
Most air pollution rise up and
are carried away from the surface,
but during periods of temperature
inversions where there is warm air
above cooler air, there is little upward
movement and pollutants remain at
ground level. Under these conditions
where there is large amounts of
exhaust from cars and air-borne
industrial pollutants, these pollutants
can build to levels high enough to
damage plants. Some of the most

common
atmospheric
pollutants
are ozone (O3), peroxyacyl nitrates
(PAN), oxides of nitrogen and sulphur
(NO2 and SO2) and particulate matter
(dusts). Indications of plant damage
will vary, but most exposure to these
pollutants results in leaf spots or
bleaching, leaf-drop and overall
stunting.
Nutrient Deficiency:
The most common symptom
of nutrient deficiency in plants is
chlorosis. Deficiencies of nearly all
nutrient elements such as nitrogen,
phosphorus, magnesium etc., will
cause chlorotic symptoms, and
it is often possible to identify the
deficient element by the particular
type of chlorosis exhibited; for
example interveinal, marginal, overall
yellowing etc., particularly if used
with a knowledge of nutrient-mobility.
Prolonged chlorosis usually leads to
necrosis of the affected tissue.

Just a Reminder:
Mobile Elements:
Phosphorus (P)
Potassium (K)

Nitrogen (N)
Magnesium (Mg)
Zinc (Zn)

Immobile Elements:
Boron (B)
Manganese (Mn)

Calcium (Ca)
Copper (Cu)
Sulphur (S) &

Iron (Fe)

Preparing Holly to Send Away
Do you like to share some of your Holly branches with far-away relatives or friends?
Cut Holly branches from 3 to 24 inches long, best on a sunless day. Be careful that you do not lose too many
berries. Fill a pail with tepid water and add enough detergent to form froth. Take care that all the Holly branches get
through the detergent. After that cool the branches in fresh, clean, cool water. Then put approximately 3 gallons of
clean water in the pail, and add one of the commercial hormone products that contain Alpha Naphthaleneacetic Acid.
Dip all the branches in the mixture. Shake off excess moisture, and now it’s ready for packing.
Pack in waxed paper-lined boxes; cover with some more waxed paper. Close the box and wrap and tie. It is
suggested that you write on the box,” HOLLY.”
If you have to send it across the country, you should do so around the 10th of the month to be sure that it arrives in
time for the Christmas holiday.
We are so blessed here in the Pacific Northwest. Each month has its individual charms. Maybe we don’t have the
regular four seasons in a year, but there is never a completely “dead” season in our gardens.
Wishing all of you a happy holiday season and a healthy new year.

whatcom.wsu.edu/mastergardener
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1000 N. Forest Street, Suite 201
Bellingham, WA 98225-5594
360.676.6736

Extension Office will be closed for
the holidays on December 25 & 26
and also January 1, 2007.

The Weeder’s DIgest is the monthly newsletter of the Whatcom County
Master Gardener Program. Guest articles are encouraged. Please submit
typewritten articles by the 15th of each month to Cheryl Kahle (ckahle@
wsu.edu) at the Extension Office. Editor reserves the right to edit for space
considerations, grammar, spelling and syntax.

Craig MacConnell
Horticulture Agent

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!

WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
WHATCOM COUNTY MASTER GARDENERS
1000 N. FOREST STREET, SUITE 201
BELLINGHAM WA 98225

